Abstract-Aimed at the tremendous challenge of attribute reduction for big data mining and knowledge discovery, we propose a new attribute equilibrium dominance reduction accelerator (DCCAEDR) based on the distributed coevolutionary cloud model. First, the framework of N-populations distributed coevolutionary MapReduce model is designed to divide the entire population into N subpopulations, sharing the reward of different subpopulations' solutions under a MapReduce cloud mechanism. Because the adaptive balancing between exploration and exploitation can be achieved in a better way, the reduction performance is guaranteed to be the same as those using the whole independent data set. Second, a novel Nash equilibrium dominance strategy of elitists under the N bounded rationality regions is adopted to assist the subpopulations necessary to attain the stable status of Nash equilibrium dominance. This further enhances the accelerator's robustness against complex noise on big data. Third, the approximation parallelism mechanism based on MapReduce is constructed to implement rule reduction by accelerating the computation of attribute equivalence classes. Consequently, the entire attribute reduction set with the equilibrium dominance solution can be achieved. Extensive simulation results have been used to illustrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed DCCAEDR accelerator for attribute reduction on big data. Furthermore, the DCCAEDR is applied to solve attribute reduction for traditional Chinese medical records and to segment Index Terms-Attribute reduction accelerator, bounded rationality region, distributed coevolutionary cloud, equilibrium dominance strategy, MapReduce framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE increasingly complex and dynamic change in big data processing is currently an issue of widespread concern. One of the primary topics for this paper is how to use the existing information to achieve the rapid updating knowledge. Granular computing, a new computing paradigm of information, has become an emerging research field [1] . Granular computing can provide solutions based on the granularity and the relationships between these granularities. As an important part of granular computing, rough set theory characterizes the boundaries of approximation, which is a valid mathematical tool to describe and handle imprecision, uncertainty, and vagueness [2] , [3] . Rough set theory has been successfully applied into several data analysis tasks [4] - [6] . The effective computation of approximations is vital to improve the performance of feature selection. Attribute reduction offers a systematic theoretic framework for consistency-based feature selection, which does not attempt to maximize the class separability, but rather aims to retain the discriminatory power of the original features. As such attribute reduction can be considered a kind of specific feature selection and can select useful features from a given data table. Thus, it allows us to acquire different features that can be used to induce different concise sets of knowledge rules.
Over recent years, attribute reduction has played an important role in the fields of machine learning, pattern recognition, and data mining. However, the rapid increases and updates in big data bring a new challenge for traditional attribute reduction algorithms [7] . Despite many successful applications, the computation of most algorithms is still very expensive, and the distribution of solutions will not be uniform enough. Most algorithms do not work well when dealing with largescale data sets with high dimensions and complex noise; consequently, their performance deteriorates sharply as the 2168-2216 c 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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dimensionality of the space rapidly increases [8] . Currently, the primary obstacle of attribute reduction for big data is that traditional algorithms are often computationally timeconsuming, which greatly restricts the development and practical application of the rough set theory and method. Therefore, it is necessary to thoroughly investigate some novel and effective attribute reduction algorithms to accelerate the knowledge discovery process in the real-world applications of big data.
To overcome the bottleneck of performance in big data, Dean and Ghemawat [9] , [10] from Google firstly presented a parallel programming MapReduce model, which was a framework for processing big data on different kinds of distributable problems. Following Google's work, Ekanayake et al. [11] presented a streaming-based MapReduce implementation in the iterative MapReduce domain. Berlińska and Drozdowski [12] also proposed a divisible load computation model and two loadpartitioning algorithms; the mapping and reducing operations were adopted as two divisible applications with precedence constraints on the cloud-computing platform. The introduced MapReduce technique has received a great deal of attention from both the scientific community and industry for its applicability in big data analysis.
In this paper, by considering the outstanding superiority of the MapReduce technique on the cloud platform when dealing with the large-scale data sets, we designed the N-populations distributed coevolutionary MapReduce model (DCMM) as an instantiation to solve the attribute reduction problem associated with big data. Meanwhile, a novel Nash equilibrium strategy using evolutionary game theory (EGT) was adopted to improve the optimal dominance performance of dynamic elitists. Therefore, we propose a new attribute equilibrium dominance reduction accelerator (DCCAEDR) based on the distributed coevolutionary cloud model, and its innovations and advantages cover as follows.
1) The framework of the N-populations DCMM is designed to decompose the entire population into N subpopulations and share their reward by using the MapReduce mechanism. Because the adaptive balancing between exploration and exploitation can be better achieved, the reduction performance is surely guaranteed to be the same as those using the whole independent big data set. 2) We adopt a novel equilibrium dominance strategy of elitists under the N bounded rationality regions to assist the coadaptive subpopulations in order to reach a stable status with the equilibrium dominance solution. This will further enhance the DCCAEDR's equilibrium robustness and stability when dealing with big data.
3) The MapReduce operations are constructed and implemented. The approximation parallelism rule set based on the MapReduce mechanism is accelerated in order to compute; the Pareto dominance solution sets are then attained by reducing the space cost. Thus the entire equilibrium dominance solution of attribute reduction can be achieved. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review some related work in Section II. Section III presents some definitions of attribute reduction and the MapReduce model. In Section IV, the DCMM is introduced and its advantage is analyzed. Subsequently, a novel Nash equilibrium dominance strategy of coevolutionary elitists (EDSCE) is presented in Section V. Section VI details the primary steps and flowchart of DCCAEDR. The extensive experimental evaluation of DCCAEDR is provided in Section VII, which includes a number of special applications in the traditional Chinese medical (TCM) records and neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records. Finally, discussions are presented and conclusions are drawn, and further research is also directed in Section VIII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Attribute reduction has been widely used in data mining and machine learning. As it normally needs to deal with very largescale data sets, a fast and efficient attribute reduction algorithm is especially important for practical applications. In recent years, a number of various attribute reduction algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms can be classified into three main categories as follows: 1) the traditional attribute reduction algorithm with the discernibility matrix and positive region; 2) attribute reduction algorithm based on evolutionary optimization; and 3) the large-scale attribute reduction algorithm based on the MapReduce technique.
Over the past few decades, traditional attribute reduction algorithms have been widely studied according to the discernibility matrix and positive region. Many algorithms have been developed using the rough set theory. Hu et al. [13] gave an extension of the positive region reduction for hybrid attribute reduction in the framework of the fuzzy rough set. Meng and Shi [14] provided a relatively systematic and comprehensive study of attribute reduction in inconsistent incomplete decision systems based on three kinds of representative entropy. Wang et al. [15] developed a novel attribute reduction algorithm for data sets with varying data values. Qian et al. [16] presented a theoretic framework of positive approximations to accelerate the performance of heuristic attribute reduction algorithms. Zhao et al. [17] set up a fuzzy variable precision rough set model by combining the fuzzy rough set and the variable precision rough set, with the goal of establishing the fuzzy rough set as a special case. Liang et al. [18] proposed an efficient attribute reduction algorithm for large-scale decision tables in which a subtable of the large-scale data set could be considered as a single, small granularity. Wang et al. [19] presented some basic structural properties of attribute reduction by covering rough sets, and developed a heuristic algorithm to find the attribute subset that approximates to be a minimal reduction. Ye et al. [20] analyzed the major relationships between attribute reduction and attribute-generalization, and put forward a heuristic algorithm for attribute-generalization reduction.
To summarize, these traditional attribute reduction algorithms cannot be implemented very well in large-scale data sets due to the huge spatial requirements. With the dramatically increasing dimensions and numbers of attributes, the processing time for attribute reduction will grow tremendously.
Evolutionary algorithms have shown to be powerful when solving these global optimization problems. The high complexity of attribute reduction has motivated a few investigators to propose some new attribute reduction algorithms based on evolutionary optimization to find near optimal reductions. Slezak and Wroblewski [21] presented the attribute reduction algorithm of approximate entropy using an order-based genetic algorithm. Ke et al. [22] introduced the ant colony optimization approach to attribute reduction, reporting some interesting results afterward. Ye et al. [23] applied particle swarm optimization to attribute reduction and provided a number of competitive solutions. Hedar et al. [24] proposed a memorybased heuristic of Tabu search to solve the attribute reduction problem. Ding et al. [25] presented an enhanced minimum attribute reduction approach based on the quantum-inspired shuffled frog leaping algorithm.
However, the above algorithms often slow the premature convergence speed in the approximate attribute space, and suffer from the difficulties in balancing between exploration and exploitation for iterative optimization. Moreover, these algorithms are still too computationally time-consuming to deal with large-scale data sets. Consequently, these attribute reduction algorithms based on evolutionary optimization are unable to achieve superior high-performance for large-scale complex attributes in many real-world applications.
The ubiquity of mobile computing technology has produced an abundance of large data sets. More and more research and application areas focus on dealing with big data problems. Hence, there is a great deal of need to study the attribute reduction algorithm for large-scale data sets. The recently introduced MapReduce technique has received much attention for its applicability in big data analysis. Several researchers have proposed some attribute reduction algorithms based on the MapReduce technique. Zhang et al. [26] presented a parallel algorithm for computing the equivalence classes, decision classes based on the MapReduce model, that can be used to deal with the massive amount of data by updating rough set approximations. Yang et al. [27] designed a parallel attribute reduction algorithm based on the MapReduce for big data, which was based on the MapReduce's parallel program mode. Qian et al. [28] adopted the parallel computations of equivalence classes and the attribute significance for attribute reduction, and proposed a hierarchical attribute reduction algorithm by using the MapReduce model. Zhang et al. [29] proposed parallel large-scale rough set methods for knowledge acquisition, and implemented them on such representative MapReduce runtime systems as Hadoop, Phoenix, and Twister in order to mine knowledge from big data. Qian et al. [30] designed a novel structure of the <key, value> pair to speed up the computation of equivalence classes and attribute significance, parallelizing the traditional attribute reduction process based on the MapReduce mechanism.
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned attribute reduction algorithms based on MapReduce are not usually guaranteed to produce the same results as those achieved when implemented on the whole, and nonseparated, large-scale data sets. These subsystems on separated data sets that have used MapReduce are independent, and they do not share any respective performance information with neighboring subsystems. Obviously, this can be detrimental to the attribute reduction process. Therefore, in most cases these algorithms are unable to acquire the exact reduction set from big data, which also limits their practical applications.
In recent years, large-scale optimization issues have been solved through cooperative coevolution, which is the parallel implementation for multipopulations architectures [31] - [36] . In such cooperative coevolutionary architecture, the whole population is divided into several subpopulations, each of which is in charge of optimizing a subset of global solutions. A number of the studies described so far have introduced the cooperative coevolutionary architecture as a significant improvement when solving large-scale optimization problems through a divide-and-conquer paradigm, which are described as follows.
Yang et al. [37] proposed a random grouping scheme and adaptive weighting for large-scale evolutionary optimization through the use of cooperative coevolution. Omidvar et al. [38] employed the delta grouping strategy to divide a greater number of interacting variables into one group for cooperative coevolution in the large-scale optimization. Most recently, Fan et al. [39] introduced a cooperative coevolutionary strategy incorporated with a kernel fuzzy C-means clustering, which was used to divide high-dimensional large-scale problems into subproblems while exploring their search spaces. Mei et al. [40] proposed a novel cooperative coevolutionary approach with the route distance grouping for large-scale capacitated arc routing problems.
Although cooperative coevolution has been proposed as a promising framework, it is ineffective when the number of interacting variables grows beyond a certain number of variables or other nonseparable subcomponents in the objective function. In addition, most populations in the cooperative coevolutionary process focus on optimizing their respective objectives without an information-sharing strategy. This may lead the individuals in each subpopulation to bring forward the profit of the corresponding subobjectives, resulting in an inefficient approximation of the whole populations. The performance of cooperative coevolution is also limited due to the lack of elitists and the localized perception of the Pareto optimality. Furthermore, it may also be impractical to deal with a large-scale data set only through the existing cooperative coevolutionary framework, which would be a particularly challenging task. Therefore, we should find a novel and efficient cooperative coevolutionary algorithm to exploit the hidden structure of the large-scale optimization problem, and then motivate different subpopulations to share their search strategies with each other. The whole solution with the equilibrium dominance could thus be acquired efficiently.
Because cooperative coevolution is composed of some distributed subpopulations through the evolution of independent objects [41] , we consider using the MapReduce framework to further improve the parallel performance of cooperative coevolution. To the best of our knowledge, most of the traditional attribute reduction algorithms are only run on a single computer to deal with small data sets. So the question of how best to combine the MapReduce framework and cooperative coevolution in order to greatly enhance the performance of attribute reduction has emerged as an urgent problem that also motivates us to investigate more deeply.
At the same time, another problem we must solve is the issue of traditional attribute reduction algorithms that are not robust against complex noise. In this paper, we introduced EGT [42] to help analyze the dynamic behavior of cooperative coevolution for the purpose of attribute reduction. This strategy enhanced the stability and the degree of noise resistance to attribute reduction in big data. Recently, some promising theoretical research in the EGT field has been explored. For example, Ficici et al. [43] introduced EGT in a simple coevolutionary algorithm to investigate the selection dynamics, and focused on symmetric variable-sum games that have the polymorphic Nash equilibrium. Liu and Wang [44] introduced EGT in traditional particle swarm optimization to overcome the premature convergence and improve its performance. Koh [45] proposed a novel evolutionary algorithm based on Nash dominance for equilibrium problems with equilibrium constraints. Additionally, Razi et al. [46] discussed how best to determine the Nash equilibrium point of nonlinear noncooperative games, by using coevolutionary strategies.
EGT can provide a better understanding of dynamic performance mechanisms in cooperative coevolution. In most cases, the optimality of cooperative coevolution is best expressed as a self-adaptive Nash equilibrium achieved in the coevolutionary populations [47] , which would further enhance its high efficiency to solve some difficult NP-hard optimizations.
It is worth mentioning that despite the increasing interest in cooperative coevolution over the last decade, few extensive studies have been devoted to discussing EGT in the attribute coevolutionary reduction. Consequently, the question of how to apply EGT into a cooperative coevolutionary analysis of attribute reduction to achieve a better Nash equilibrium has become an interesting problem. This has been extended to the better performance in both solution quality and competitive complexity for attribute reduction in complex data sets.
Enlightened by these studies, this paper will focus on extending the attribute reduction algorithm to deal with big data tasks. Since EGT can be seen as the Nash equilibrium of self-adaptive balance, the extension of cooperative coevolution incorporated into EGT can be potentially helpful for attribute reduction. If the improved MapReduce framework with cooperative coevolution can be assured to be valid, it can be incorporated into the proposed algorithm. In this paper, we propose a new DCCAEDR based on the distributed coevolutionary cloud model. This paper will provide some new insights into the attribute reduction problems for big data mining and knowledge discovery.
III. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
The section will provide the relevant definitions of attribute reduction, and a summary of the MapReduce model.
A. Relevant Definitions of Attribute Reduction
An approximation space K = (U, R) is characterized by an information system S = (U, A, V, f ), where U is a nonempty finite set of objects, called a universe, A is a nonempty finite set of attributes, V equals to ∪ a∈A V a , V a is a domain of the attribute a, and f is an information function
where C is a set of condition attributes and D is a set of decision, and C ∩ D = ∅.
Definition 1 (Positive Region) [1] : The C-positive region of D is the set of all objects from U, and it can be classified with certainty into classes of U/D employing attributes from C. It is defined as follows:
CX.
(1)
Definition 2 (Degree of Dependency) [2] : The degree of dependency γ C (D) is used as a criterion for attribute selection as well as the stop condition, defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Attribute Reduction) [3] : For the attribute reduction in rough set, a given decision table may have many attribute reductions, and the set of all reductions is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (Minimal Reduction) [5] : A reduction with minimal cardinality aims to locate a single element of the minimal reduction set RED min ⊆ RED as follows:
Definition 5 (Adaptive Fitness Function):
The usage of an adaptive fitness function is very important in addressing the attribute reduction problem. A key question in the fitness function evaluation is how stable progress can be guaranteed. In the proposed DCCAEDR accelerator, the adaptive fitness function of attribute reduction with the pairwise constraints is constructed as follows:
where |C(x)| is the total number of attribute features, |R(x)| is the length of selected attribute subsets, ξ(x) is the attribute subsets, Core(ξ(x)) is the reduction core of attribute subsets, and γ ξ(x) (D) is the reduction quality of ξ(x) relative to D. The coefficients in (5)ρ and ∂ are defined as follows:
whereρ denotes the average fitness of elitists in N subpopulations in which f Elitist i is the fitness of Elitist i in Subpopulation i , ∂ denotes the total average fitness of N subpopulations and
f j , where f j indicates the best fitness of the jth coevolutionary individual and r is the number of coevolutionary individuals in Subpopulation i . Two coefficientsρ and∂ are introduced to reduce the influence because the fitness value may become too large or too small during the process of solving the optimal set of attribute reduction.
The (x) in (5) is the adaptive penalty function, which is formulated as follows:
where
The penalty function (x) can be adapted to adjust the fitness value according to the proximity degree for which the target solution of attribute reduction approximates the optimal solution. This will greatly improve the convergence of DCCAEDR in the attribute reduction in big data.
The adaptive fitness function Fit(x) considers the different relationships of attribute interactions to maintain diverse solutions, and it uses population elitists to improve its efficiency so as to choose between global exploration and local exploitation. So this fitness function has the extremely strong performance to improve the reduction diversity of an optimal solution in the attribute approximation space.
B. Summary of MapReduce Model
The MapReduce model provides a parallel strategy to the distributed computation without burdening the programmer with detail computing [9] . Furthermore, MapReduce implementations usually supply their own distributed file systems that can provide a scalable mechanism for storing large amounts of data sets. The user of the MapReduce library usually expresses two such computation functions as Map and Reduce [10] . The summary of the MapReduce model can be represented as follows:
The MapReduce framework is described in Fig. 1 3) Reduce accepts an intermediate key I and a set of values for that key. It merges those values to form a possibly smaller set of values <final_key, final_value>. Lastly, it can produce more outputs. Since the MapReduce framework can split the whole data set into many data subsets, we focused on designing the proper pairs <key i , value i > to implement the Map and Reduce functions for attribute cooperation coevolutionary reduction.
IV. DISTRIBUTED COEVOLUTIONARY MAPREDUCE MODEL
Based on the MapReduce model in cloud computing, this paper aims to improve the cooperative coevolutionary performance of attribute reduction in big data, and to design a novel N-populations DCMM to accelerate the implementation of attribute reductions simultaneously and cooperatively. DCMM can distribute the workload among multiple independent subpopulations. Its architecture is shown in Fig. 2 .
In order to exploit and explore the inherent parallelism of coevolutionary populations for attribute reduction, the proposed DCMM model is constructed using the following steps.
As it is shown in Fig. 2 , the dashed line indicates the execution sequence order: the black solid arrow contributes to the completed solution construction of the distributed coevolutionary Subpopulation i , and the white arrow is the corresponding feedback state for Subpopulation i . These subpopulations share their reward equally from the whole central solution set PSOLU using the MapReduce framework. As a result, the 
where 
5) The archiving strategy records the best solution attained by each Subpopulation i . Then all solution sets are combined to form the whole central solution set as follows:
running processes of the DCMM model demonstrate the superior performance when updating the coadaptation of all subpopulations. It is known that the existing cooperative coevolutionary algorithms usually suffer from difficulties in balancing between exploration and exploitation. Exploitation leads to locally optimal policies, possibly differing from a globally optimal one. However, this DCMM model can contribute to better balance between exploration in breadth and exploitation in depth. An adaptive method would be to start with exploration, and then gradually change to exploitation. Finally, the globally optimal balancing can be reached.
In order to achieve the better performance of attribute reduction for big data, the DCMM model excels at exploring the search space and locating the region of a global minimum. Meanwhile, the model also performs well in its exploitation-searching tendency for global optimization, which results in the efficient approximation of all subpopulations with adequate information sharing. Because the coadaptation of different subpopulations can be reached, their reductions will be surely guaranteed to be the same as those using the whole independent data set. This determines the adaptive dynamics stability of distributed coevolutionary subpopulations for attribute reduction in a large-scale complex data set. So DCMM can be used as the more effective optimization model to improve the performance of attribute reduction for some complex big data problems.
V. EQUILIBRIUM DOMINANCE STRATEGY
OF COEVOLUTIONARY ELITISTS Due to its parallel and distributed nature, the N-populations DCMM model is more efficient and flexible than traditional cooperative coevolutionary algorithms. However, another central issue of attribute coevolutionary reduction is how the cooperation mechanism can be best established and how its stability of fixed points can be realized. Clearly, EGT is the perfect strategy to address this perspective [43] .
Currently, most attribute reduction algorithms are sensitive to big data with complex noise, which results in some inaccurate or unexpected reduction results. In order to enhance the robustness of attribute reduction, in this section we propose a novel EDSCE. This strategy ensures that the N coevolutionary subpopulations in the DCMM model can converge to the Pareto-optimal set, and can maintain the diversity of reduction solutions.
This EDSCE will be carried out under the N bounded rationality regions, as described in Fig. 3 . Here, we suppose that all strategies conducted in the polymorphic Nash equilibrium will be similar to the fitness equilibrium among the subpopulations. The strength of the polymorphic Nash equilibrium depends largely upon such vital assumptions that all bounded rationality regions have strategies available to all subpopulations, and thus they can get their payoffs under the complete knowledge of coevolutionary elitists.
During the coevolutionary process of elitists, we can regard N bounded rationality regions as the N multiple coevolutionary elitists' game. The proposed EDSCE strategy meets the searching optimization of the neighbor Pareto elitists, which results Algorithm 2 EDSCE 1) Let all bounded rationality regions be in , bounded rationality region 1 as α i , bounded rationality region N as β i , and 11) 2) When the p th neighbor Pareto elitist is a preference node, its bounded rationality region is described as f min p , f max p . If there are m neighbor Pareto elitists, the can be refined as follows:
( 12) 3) Judge whether the elitist's solution f j (x i ) in can enter into the stable solution sets of the Nash equilibrium or not, and then record the result as follows:
4) Update the dynamical elitists region as follows: i) Perform the removal of the nondominance solutions on the region to determine better solutions for the Pareto elitists. ii) Adopt the dynamic neighbor-based Pareto elitists by means of cooperating with neighbor elitists. This will expedite the exploration and exploitation process of coevolutionary elitists in the dynamic elitists region . 5) Define the radius boundaries of a stable Nash equilibrium as follows:
6) Construct a desirable judging function of elitists by using the formed stable dominance status of Nash equilibrium as follows: i) Assume P ni as the probability of elitists in Subpopulation i which is used to find the convergence extent of the elitist region (r i − δ i ) with the threshold δ i < |α i − β i |, and P pi as the probability of finding (r i + δ i ) with δ i > |α i − β i |. ii) Compute the average weighted probability score WAPS as follows:
and c i is the radius region value of elitists in Subpopulation i . 7) Define Z as the radius region set of stable Nash equilibrium dominance. The average radius region set under the respective weighted probability is formulated as follows: (16) in the stable adaptive dominance of an ideal Nash equilibrium set. This Nash equilibrium will be formed more spontaneously without adscititious assumptions. Therefore, the coevolutionary elitists' game will have a polymorphic Nash equilibrium that involves more strategies. The elitists under the N bounded rationality regions can greatly improve the optimal performance of dynamic elitists. The steps of EDSCE are described as follows.
By using this EDSCE strategy, most solutions will be kept within the stable elitists region. The dynamic stability of elitists' behavior adapts to improve the optimal performance of the dynamic elitists region sets. As such, it will guide the coevolutionary elitists to get closer to the favorite region of optimum equilibrium, and enable the attribute reduction performance to converge quickly to the Nash equilibrium instead of locating the Pareto front.
When the number of participating elitists increases, it is difficult to collaborate for higher profits but the EDSCE strategy can present a stability strategy to enhance the dynamics of coevolutionary elitists, and the Nash equilibrium yields a maximized, but not optimal, profit result. As expected, the final situation converges to the optimal dominance status of Nash equilibrium. This result would be in accordance with the intended purpose.
VI. PROPOSED DCCAEDR ACCELERATOR
Based on the above-proposed DCMM model and EDSCE strategy, we propose a new DCCAEDR based on the distributed coevolutionary cloud model. Its aim is to retain the discriminatory power of original attribute sets and improve the approximation computations of attribute coevolutionary reduction in big data. Its kernel ideas are designed as follows.
First, divide a large-scale attribute set into different rationality regions in order to collaborate and form dynamic elitists region. For the DCMM model with MapReduce, we employ the same quantum-inspired shuffled frog leaping algorithm [25] as each evolutionary algorithm, namely EA i as shown in Fig. 2 , to optimize each subpopulation. The goal is to improve the computational parallel performance of the DCCAEDR accelerator, while retaining the same selecting performance.
Second, construct neighbor Pareto elitists using the EDSCE strategy until the elitist region can reach the stable region Z with Nash equilibrium dominance.
Third, set up the proper pairs <key i , value i > and implement parallel accelerating operations of Map and Reduce.
Fourth, compute the reduction rule set based on the MapReduce approximation parallelism, and then perform above process repeatedly until the reduction results can achieve entire reduction sets with the equilibrium dominance solution.
The DCCAEDR accelerator can construct a parallel framework to compute the attribute reduction subsets using MapReduce. This avoids the problem that most existing algorithms only run on a single computer to deal with small data sets. The flowchart of DCCAEDR accelerator is illustrated in Fig. 4 , and is explained step by step as follows.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we conduct a series of studies of the proposed DCCAEDR accelerator, and compare experimental results with several representative algorithms. Our experiments run on the Apache Hadoop platform [48] , which is an open source software framework with supporting dataintensive distributed applications. Hadoop version 1.0.1 and Java 1.6.0.12 are employed as the MapReduce system. For distributed experiments, we run algorithms on fifteen nodes, in which one is set as a master node and the remaining nodes are configured as slave nodes. Each node has 64 GB main memory and an AMD Opteron Processor 2376 with two Quad-Core CPUs. The operating system in these machines is Linux CentOS 5.2 Kernel 2.6.18. For the following results, we present the average values of 30 runs, and the best average value achieved for testing is shown in bold type.
This experimental section includes five sections. The comparative study between DCCAEDR and various representative algorithms will be performed on new large-scale global optimization functions in Section VII-A, and on ten University of California, Irvine (UCI) machine learning data sets (http://www.ics.uci.edu/ mlearn/MLRepository.html) in Section VII-B, respectively. Subsequently, DCCAEDR is further determined to test the classification performance on UCI data sets with different attribute-noise levels in Section VII-C, and to evaluate its stability with the increasing number of data sets in Section VII-D. Finally, DCCAEDR is applied to solve attribute reduction for TCM records and to segment the cortical surface of neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records in Section VII-E.
A. Optimization on Benchmark Functions for CEC'2013
We evaluate the optimization performance of DCCAEDR with "Benchmark Functions for the CEC'2013 Special Session and Competition on Large-Scale Global Optimization" [49] , in which 15 large-scale benchmark problems are proposed as the extension to the CEC'2010 large-scale global optimization benchmark functions. It is known that following factors make this type of large-scale global optimization exceedingly difficult. First, the search space of the problem grows exponentially as the number of decision variables increases. Second, the properties of the search space may change as the number of dimensions increases. Third, this factor contributes to the difficulty of large-scale optimization with interacting variables. Its goal is to better represent a wider range of real-world large-scale optimization problems and to provide convenience and flexibility when comparing various algorithms for large-scale global optimization. Therefore, we selected five different benchmark functions to carry out this experiment on large-scale global optimization. Here, f 2 is a fully separable function, f 5 is a separable subcomponent function, f 9 is a nonseparable subcomponent function, f 13 is an overlapping function, and f 15 is a nonseparable function. Details of these functions can be found in [49] . Experiments are conducted on 1000-D for these functions. Here, we compare DCCAEDR with three representative coevolutionary algorithms: 1) CoBRA [36] ; 2) DECC-G [37] ; and 3) CCNSGAII [50] . CoBRA is a coevolutionary bilevel algorithm using repeated methods, and is able to face general bi-level optimization problems involving the complex large-size searching spaces. DECC-G is a differential evolutionary algorithm based on the cooperative coevolution with the grouping structure and it can decompose a
Algorithm 3 DCCAEDR

Input: S = (U, A, V, f )
Output: Entire the attribute reduction with the equilibrium dominance solution Red Eed 1) Set up a searching space for the attribute reduction, including m coevolutionary subpopulations. Decomposed the attribute set into m attribute subsets Sub_attribute i . Each subpopulation and attribute subset must remain in the same rationality region. Thus, each subpopulation optimizes its respective attribute subset. 2) Calculate the weight of each attribute subset Sub_attribute i using the following formula:
3) Project each subpopulation into the condition attribute subset, and limit it into the defined reduction as for each Subpopulation i . } 8) Achieve the entire attribute reduction set with the equilibrium dominance as follows:
9) Stop if convergence is attained or the number of iterations exceed the criterion. Otherwise, go to Step 4). 10) Output the entire attribute reduction with equilibrium dominance solution as Red Eed .
nonseparable problem, and optimize a group of tightly interdependent variables together. CCNSGAII is a cooperative coevolutionary nondominated sorting genetic algorithm which can use different representative selections of cooperative coevolution by choosing a random individual from the best nondomination level. The running number is set as 30 per function and the maximum value of fitness evaluations is set as FE = 3 × 10 6 . The experimental results (best fitness, worst fitness, average fitness, standard deviation, and running time) for each algorithm on the five functions are listed in Table I .
From the results, we can see that DCCAEDR performs quite well for four out five large-scale global optimization functions, including the fully separable function f 2 , the separable subcomponent function f 5 , the nonseparable subcomponents function f 9 , and nonseparable function f 15 . For the overlapping function f 13 , DCCAEDR fails to obtain a few of the optima values, but it is close the best performance achieved by CCNSGAII. The reason for this phenomenon is that not only there are a large number of local optimal solutions in the overlapping function f 13 , but also some subpopulations might lapse into the degeneracy so that the successive range may be greatly restricted.
Function f 15 is completely a nonseparable function in which any two variables will interact so that they cannot be optimized independently in order to determine the global optimum of the objective function. However, DCCAEDR can pursue a better near-optimum value. The reason why it performs better when discovering and exploiting problem structures is because it can incorporate with various features like archiving and adequate information-sharing, and maintain the uniform solutions distribution using MapReduce. Meanwhile, DCCAEDR has an obvious advantage in running time. DCCAEDR can construct a completed solution with the speed-up factor of the Nash equilibrium optimum.
The experimental results verify DCCAEDR's higher effectiveness in exploring and exploiting the inherent structures of large-scale global optimization functions, although no prior knowledge is available. DCCAEDR has achieved significant results, which further confirms its obvious superiority for optimization on large-scale global functions.
B. Attribute Reduction Evaluation on UCI Data Sets
Ten UCI machine learning data sets, the numbers of which have been magnified to be 10 5 times that of the original data sets, are selected to verify the performance of DCCAEDR, compared with such representative parallel attribute reduction algorithms as PACCA [30] and E-FSA [51] . PACCA is the parallel algorithm for computing the core attributes, and it can compute equivalence classes and reduce the search space. E-FSA is the efficient rough feature selection algorithm, and it can select subtables from the largescale data table and fuse the final reductions on all selected subtables. In Table II , that |Core| denotes the number of Core attributes, |U | denotes the number of elements in the reduced decision table, namely |U/C|, RL represents the number of condition attributes in the minimum reduction, and R E−FSA , R PACCA , and R DCCAEDR all represent the reduction results of E-FSA, PACCA, and DCCAEDR, respectively. The numbers in the attribute reduction results represent the serial number of the condition attributes, while the underline represents Core attributes. In Table III , Time is the running time, Space is the space consumption, and FSn is the number of selected features.
As it is shown in Tables II and III , it is clear that the solutions obtained by DCCAEDR are better than those found by E-FSA and PACCA. Each algorithm usually comes with a substantially reduced computing time and space load. The performance usually improves in the presence of a big data set: the bigger the data set, the more profound the computing savings. It is remarkable that in our implementation the big space consumption also leads to the memory overflow for E-FSA in Hayes-roth, Airfoil, and Forest fire data sets, and the same memory overflow is for PACCA in the 9Gauss and Hayes-roth data sets. But DCCAEDR could deal with these situations. It is noted that DCCAEDR clearly outperforms E-FSA and PACCA in most data sets. As for 9Gauss, Hayes-roth, and Forest fire data sets, the significant improvements are brought by DCCAEDR.
For example, DCCAEDR spends the space consumption (Space) 65.32% of PACCS in the Airfoil data set and 60.04% in the Forest fire data set. The reason for this is the total main population is decomposed into the corresponding number of subpopulations, and those distributed coevolutionary subpopulations can evolve in parallel using the DCMM model fast.
The Map and Reduce working in Hadoop are launched, and have the best speed for above big data sets. The intermediate data produced by Map is written to the local file system which will greatly improve the efficiency of DCCAEDR for attribute reduction. Therefore, when attributes in larger data sets are reduced, the Map and Reduce can perform faster, allowing DCCAEDR to significantly reduce the computational time and space load as well as maintaining the excellent performance.
According to comparisons of the above listed quality criteria, DCCAEDR achieves satisfying attribute reduction results. Therefore, it is feasible and efficient to perform attribute reduction on the big data sets.
C. Classification Performance on UCI Data Sets With Different Attribute-Noise Levels
To further test the application feasibility of DCCAEDR, we quantitatively compare its classification accuracy with representative algorithms. In five selected UCI data sets, we use 55% as the training set, 15% as the validation set, and 30% as the testing set. The comparisons of classification accuracy are performed when the classifiers C4.5 and Naive Bayes are employed to test the classified data sets using DCCAEDR and PACCA [30] , E-FSA [51] , and FVPRS [52] , respectively. FVPRS is the better model of fuzzy variable precision rough sets, and it is less sensitive to both misclassification and perturbation in a fuzzy information system. Tables IV and V depict the classification accuracy of different algorithms when dealing with five data sets with different attribute-noise levels. The 5%, 10%, and 20% attribute-noise levels are added into the raw data sets, and then we apply four algorithms on these data sets to compute their classification accuracies. The "Avg." row records the average values of accuracies.
The results in Table IV indicate that four algorithms can improve the classification accuracy by eliminating certain irrelevant attributes in the five data sets. It can be observed that in most cases DCCAEDR achieves higher classification accuracy than the three compared representative algorithms. For example, a number of cases in which DCCAEDR achieves higher classification accuracy over FVPRS, E-FSA, and PACCA are five, five, and four out of five data sets, respectively, with the C4.5 classifier. In particular, on the Musk Version2 data set the classification accuracy of DCCAEDR can be enhanced substantially from 80.15% to 86.23%, and 89.16%, respectively, when the attribute-noise level reduces from 20 to 10, and 5.
From Table V , the experimental results with the Naive Bayes classifier also show similar results. It can be seen that in most data sets the accuracy of the Naive Bayes classifier based on DCCAEDR is significantly better than the classifier based on the compared algorithms. Meanwhile, from the view of the "Avg." values, the average accuracy of DCCAEDR surpasses the compared algorithms, irrespective of different classifiers. Therefore, the experimental results indicate that DCCAEDR provides an effective way to attain better classification results on UCI data sets with different attribute-noise levels.
In addition, these results show better variations in the classification performance when the attribute-noise level increases. It is apparent that the accuracies of two classifiers based on FVPRS, E-FSA, and PACCA drop sharply, having performing very poorly in most data sets. However, the classifier based on DCCAEDR is more robust, and its classification accuracy does not change especially much when the attribute-noise level increases. According to the aforementioned experimental analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn. First, DCCAEDR can decompose a large-scale data set into many data subsets using MapReduce, acquiring a consistent decision table and attribute reduction. It can significantly reduce the computational time necessary for selecting candidate attributes with different attribute-noise levels. So DCCAEDR is feasible and efficient. Second, from the perspective of classification performance, in most cases DCCAEDR experienced no losses in the classification performance when compared with representative algorithms, and it rapidly converges to the best solutions with smaller error rates. Therefore, it is much more robust in reducing the noise-related influence. The results further demonstrate the high efficiency and accuracy of DCCAEDR, although big data sets have different attribute-noise levels.
D. Stability Evaluation of DCCAEDR
Stability is another metric used to characterize the robustness of different algorithms. In this section, we compare the stability of DCCAEDR, PACCA [30] , E-FSA [51] , and FVPRS [52] , and further discuss their properties. Here, we test four algorithms on the selected specific Weka-3.2G data set, and the same conclusions can be extended to other data sets. In this experiment, the selected Weka-3.2 G data set is decomposed into 20 subsets of the same size, and we evaluate the stability of attribute reduction with 20-fold cross validations. The variation tendency of accuracy curves in Fig. 5 is employed to evaluate the stability of attribute reduction. In Fig. 5 , we can see the accuracy curve of DCCAEDR has improved only slightly and it can remain stable with an increasing number in the Weka-3.2G data set. However, the accuracy curves of the compared algorithms increase much more obviously. The reason for this is that the equilibrium dominance strategy of elitists under the N bounded rationality regions used in DCCAEDR exhibits better stability performance. Thus, the Pareto-optimal solutions can effectively be found using the EDSCE strategy. This strategy can meet the Nash equilibrium of the neighbor Pareto elitists spontaneously, and ensure the stable equilibrium dominance result while minimizing the total cost. This stability will remain consistent with the theoretical prediction.
The above comparisons demonstrate the strong superior performance of DCCAEDR, in which different subpopulations can deeply communicate and share their search strategies with neighbor subpopulations in order to acquire equilibrium dominance more efficiently. This can improve the execution time and boost accuracy. Therefore, DCCAEDR can choose the same results of attribute reduction as the original version in big data sets, which attains the same or significantly higher performance. From the perspective of big data, DCCAEDR is very suitable for the attribute reduction problem.
E. Application Performance Assessment of DCCAEDR
In recent years, different attribute reduction algorithms in rough set theory have devoted great effort from laboratory demonstrations to daily-life applications. In the following experiments, we will assess the performance of DCCAEDR on attribute reduction for TCM records and its segmentation of cortical surfaces in neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records, which is an important implication for the forecasting, diagnosis, and treatment evaluation of certain medical diseases. The experimental results will further exhibit DCCAEDR's application performance to deal with real large-scale data sets with complex noise.
1) Experiment 1 (Application on the TCM System):
The principle of TCM diagnosis is mainly based on the information obtained from four diagnostic processes: 1) inspection; 2) listening and smelling; 3) inquiry; and 4) palpation. As a complete knowledge system, the TCM system focuses on researching human health conditions via different approaches compared to orthodox medicine. However, most TCM rules and knowledge could not be retained scientifically and quantitatively from the TCM system with complex medical noise. Therefore, it is necessary to build an intelligent diagnosis system to enhance the accuracy of the computer-assisted TCM platform [53] - [55] . Moreover, no extensive work has yet been devoted to discussing the influence of noise on attribute reduction in rough set theory for TCM system so far. Surely, the noise has a different influence on dependence estimation when the attribute reduction is considered in TCM. In this section, a developed TCM system using DCCAEDR can detect diseases and assist patients to take precautions and take advantage of available therapies. This disease diagnosis database includes approximately 8954 kinds of diseases, more than 10 034 kinds of Pharmaceuticals, more than 50 000 kinds of Chinese herbal formulas, and more than 28 900 kinds of pharmaceutical application information. The medical data in this TCM database have such complicated and unique features that the traditional medical intelligent hypothesis does not work well. However, our proposed TCM system can not only extract some useful empirical regularities, but it also assist medical experts in judging whether or not the discovered regularities are effective for related diseases.
In this experiment, we select the data source of Cold Syndrome attributes as a TCM record, and load these medical records into the TCM system. We remove the redundant information from a series of symptoms, extract valuable attributes, and finally classify the related symptoms.
First, we extract the related condition attributes from the Cold Syndrome database, and each Cold Syndrome corresponds to its condition attributes (A1-A8): A1 as Fever, A2 as Thirst, A3 as Limbs, A4 as Languid, A5 as Cough, A6 as Pulse Condition late/tight, A7 as Dizziness and Tinnitus, and A8 as Chest Distress. In addition, A9 is the Cold Syndrome decision attribute. As it is shown in Fig. 6(a) , the number "1" represents a case showing this corresponding symptom, but "0" represents a case that does not show this corresponding symptom. Analyzing these symptoms is an important step in the quantitative conditions of patient diagnosis using the Cold Syndrome database.
Second, we divide the properties of A9 into: {U1, U2, U3, U4} and {U5, U6, U7, U8, U9}. The set {U1, U2, U3, U4} indicates that the patient is suffering from Cold Syndrome; the set {U5, U6, U7, U8, U9} represents that the patient is not suffering from Cold Syndrome. The attribute reduction procedure of Cold Syndrome using DCCAEDR is described in Fig. 6(b) and (c).
As it is seen from Fig. 6 , three attributes "A2 as Thirsty," "A3 as Limbs," and "A6 as Pulse Condition late/tight" are the inevitable symptoms for "A9 as Cold Syndrome," and the remaining five symptom attributes for "Cold Syndrome" are almost redundant, which is a better guiding value for the practical "Cold Syndrome" diagnosis. According to the experimental results, the overall correctness rate for "Cold Syndrome" diagnosis can exceed 91.50%. It will reach a consistent conclusion which the clinical doctor obtains using conventional judgment. This TCM system can immensely reduce a lot of vague TCM values, extract useful rules, and enhance the effectiveness of TCM diagnoses. Furthermore, combining the domain knowledge of clinical doctors with the proposed TCM system has shown that the majority of valuable TCM attribute rules will produce more and more accurate results and knowledge, which will be worth of a diagnosis using a TCM record.
2) Experiment 2 (Application on Segmentation of Cortical Surface of Neonatal Brain 3-D-MRI Records):
The segmentation of a neonatal brain 3-D-MRI into white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is challenging due to low spatial resolution, high image noise, and the dynamic myelination process. These inconsistent segmentation results usually generate some longitudinally-inconsistent cortical surfaces because of more severe inconsistencies in tissue segmentation, surface tessellation, and surface evolution. Moreover, all longitudinal surfaces of the same subject also need to be normalized onto a common space in order to measure longitudinal development. This is usually done using the feature-based registration, but it also leads to temporally incorrect or bumpy correspondences especially in the cortical surface regions. This may affect the eventual accurate measurement of cortical development [56] - [59] .
In order to accurately and consistently measure the development of the cortical surface and related cortex attributes for neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records, DCCAEDR is firstly applied to the segmentation of the neonatal brain 3-D-MRI slice, and each longitudinal image is acquired at 5, 10, 15, and 18 months. Fig. 7 shows the consistently reconstructed longitudinal inner and outer cortical surfaces embedded in their respective brain image spaces, in which the red and blue curves indicate inner and outer surfaces, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the surface distance at 5, 10, 15, and 18 months with adding 10% Gaussian noise into the neonatal brain 3-D-MRI record, color-coded by surfaces. The edges along different organizations of raw brain regions are fuzzy and nonuniform. The misclassification rate is always too high, and the nonbrain region may be easily mistaken for the brain region. As seen in Fig. 8 , the DCCAEDR is used to segment them, and the outline of the watershed is taken as the initial curves of the level set in order to realize the automatic segmentation of brain tissues (WM, GM, and CSF). Moreover, the noise of the neonatal brain could be reduced significantly as well as preserving the details of the brain image. The cortical thickness develops dynamically, especially from 10 to 15 months. The results will reach the better balance between removing the noise and preserving the true brain regions, while seeking higher segmentation accuracy. These results demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of DCCAEDR applied to the segmentation of neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records.
In order to quantitatively characterize the segmentation accuracy for neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records, the typical Dice Ratio (DR) [60] is employed to evaluate the performance of three kinds of surfaces: the modeled inner surface, the reconstructed inner surface, and the reconstructed outer surface. The results are depicted in Fig. 9 . The box plots have lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values. The whiskers are lines extending from each end of the box to the most extreme data value. The outliers are data with values beyond the ends of whiskers, displayed by some additional noise. The segmentation accuracy of DCCAEDR on the neonatal brain 3-D-MRI record is significantly higher on each surface because the larger external CSF spaces in neonatal brains can ease the problem of identifying nonbrain tissue.
The experimental results show that even when 10% Gaussian noise is added to the neonatal brain 3-D-MRI record, DCCAEDR still has the better DR with adequate denoising capability. Since two abilities of exploration and exploitation will be well balanced, DCCAEDR can combine the advantages of both local and global segmentation. When the contour is close to different surface boundaries, the local intensity fitting exploitation becomes dominant, which attracts the contour toward object boundaries and, finally, stops the contour. Consequently, DCCAEDR can recover the boundaries of WM, GM, and CSF accurately.
Furthermore, in order to obtain the quantitative comparison of DCCAEDR's advantage for the segmentation of neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records with 10% Gaussian noise, Table VI gives three kinds of different quantitative segmentation accuracy values of cortical surfaces using DCCAEDR and three compared methods. The results further confirm that DCCAEDR provided high-performing segmentation of complex neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records as well as 3-D-MRI detail preservation, and it exhibits the segmentation improvement of neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records with 10% Gaussian noise.
Based on the conducted experiments, the proposed DCCAEDR accelerator has higher efficiency and robustness when it can be applied to dealing with the attribute reduction for TCM records and the segmentation of large-scale neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records with complex noise in real-world big data sets. It can achieve the most desirable performance and satisfactory accuracy. The results can assist medical experts to realize the diagnosis using the Chinese medicine and brain 3-D-MRI diseases, and to design best course of medical treatment. With an increasing amount of scientific and industrial data sets, extracting useful information from big data is a growing requirement. Enlarged data make the algorithms that have been based on rough set theory a challenging task. As this paper shows, there are few parallel algorithms to handle attribute reduction for big data. But noise is one of the primary sources of uncertainty in today's applications, and most of them are sensitive to noise in big data sets. Even though few of them can improve their accuracy, such improvement is not so obvious. Consequently, accuracy and stability are the focus points in need of improvement. In this paper, we put forward a new DCCAEDR based on distributed coevolutionary cloud model to solve the optimization problem of attribute reduction with complex noise in big data sets.
Why is DCCAEDR superior to the compared related methods? There are two reasons: the framework of N-populations DCMM and the novel equilibrium dominance strategy (EDSCE) of elitists under the N bounded rationality regions. These are adopted to enhance the attribute reduction performance in big data sets with complex noise. DCCAEDR can produce a superior global optimization performance with a diverse and uniformly distributed solution set using the DCMM model, particularly when compared to three representative coevolutionary algorithms (CoBRA, DECC-G, and CCNSGAII). DCCAEDR is capable of grouping interacting variables with great accuracy for the majority of nonseparable functions in order to keep interdependencies to be a minimum, and thus it will achieve a dynamic balance between exploring and exploiting inherent structures of large-scale global optimization functions. Meanwhile, on ten number-magnified UCI data sets, DCCAEDR outperforms the representative attribute reduction algorithms (PACCA, E-FSA, and FVPRS) through extensive simulation studies, including an efficiency study and an accuracy study. The elitists using the EDSCE strategy are driven toward neighbor Pareto dominance. They construct an entire solution with a speedup factor for the Nash equilibrium optimum, which will enhance DCCAEDR's robustness against complex noise and accelerate its stability with the increasing numbers of data sets, while PACCA, E-FSA, and FVPRS performed poorly in attaining the classification results. Our research is expected to shed light on how cooperative coevolution can be incorporated into MapReduce and EGT works during the attribute cooperative coevolutionary reduction.
In addition, DCCAEDR has been applied to the attribute reduction for TCM records and segmentation of the inner and outer cortical surface of neonatal brain 3-D-MRI records.
These promising applications further demonstrate the significant application performance of DCCAEDR. Hence, we strongly recommend the DCCAEDR as a good choice for dealing with large-scale and complicated data sets in real-world applications.
In future work, we will continue to develop parallel MapReduce speed-up by considering a fair selection of partners among distributed coevolutionary subpopulations. Another target will focus on DCCAEDR's relation to different applying problem characteristics and extending the competitive complementary strategy to minimize the influence of complex noise in big data sets.
